Artists Work in 2016
Possible Utopias. Totally, sometimes.
Steve Dutton discusses the outcomes of a-n’s
Artist-led Bursaries, which were awarded to
six artist-led groups in 2017, and explores
how artists and artists’ groups adapt to
navigate turbulent cultural and political
landscapes.
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Foreword
In response to a call out by a-n in 2017 that sought proposals exploring how artists
and artists’ groups adapt to navigate turbulent cultural and political landscapes, six
artist-led groups were awarded bursaries to develop their research. The recipients of
these a-n Artist-led Bursaries were:
AltMFA a peer-led art school based in London which was established in 2010 as a
free alternative to studying a university-based MA in the city.
Hack & Host a collective that supports emerging artists in Hull.
Keep it Complex an artist-run group that confronts political issues through ideas and
action.
Market Gallery a charitable visual arts organisation run by a voluntary committee
and board based in Glasgow.
Rhubaba an artist-run gallery and studios organisation in Edinburgh.
Treeline an artist-led investigation into how artists can influence our relationship with
nature in the context of rapid global climate change. The project was initiated by
Black Hole Club members Jaime Jackson and Sally Payen.
In Possible Utopias. Totally, sometimes., Steve Dutton discusses the outcomes of these
bursaries, providing an insight into artists’ ways of working, and how they impact and
support communities in times of anxiety and change.
Dutton’s essay is followed by short profiles focused of the artist-led groups, written by
Lydia Ashman. Read the full profiles on a-n Resources
As part of their bursary activity, each of the groups shared their learning with the
community on www.a-n.co.uk Read their first-hand accounts of their bursary activity
on a-n Blogs.
Cover image: Jake Watts’ ‘Workshop Workshop Workshop’, part of Learnin’ Broke My 💔, 2018. Photo:
Rhubaba
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Possible Utopias. Totally, sometimes.
In 2017 a-n offered bursaries to artists’ groups for activities that provoke, reflect,
question and consider new strategies and approaches in response to the following
questions:
“At a time of huge uncertainty in the world, how can artists and artists’ groups adapt
to navigate turbulent cultural and political landscapes? What strategies and
creative approaches might be required and how might artists reflect upon these
landscapes? What thinking might be needed? What might the roles of artists be in
this new climate?”
The six successful artists’ groups responded in very diverse ways, each approaching
the research and project in their own particular and often idiosyncratic manner. In
light of continuing uncertainties within socio-politics (Brexit, the rapid rise of the altright), this publication revisits and brings together these artist-led activities as a
means to consider again what might be learned about the ways artists operate, the
methods they employ and their impact and ability to support communities in times
of anxiety and change.
The original intention, through interviews with spokespersons of each of the artists’
groups, was to ask questions around potential outcomes or goals envisaged and the
success (or not) of the projects. Can artist’s approaches effectively ‘work’ in terms
of rapid change? And if so, what does ‘work’ actually mean? How does an
artist/activist’s approach differ from that of a non-art related activist? How can this
be demonstrated and what artistic models can be applied? There were also
questions about end games and long-term goals of the projects. When, if ever, does
the artistic work become superfluous and activism overtake it? What, for example,
was the role of ‘hope’ or ‘belief’ in the playing out of such projects?
What quickly emerged was that these broader and rather generic questions were
largely unhelpful. It seems the potential breadth and reach of artist’s actions, when
specific, detailed and situated in themselves and their communities, can easily get
lost in the white noise of this line of questioning.
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Image: ‘Digesting Politics’ event at Grand Union, Birmingham, September 2017. Photo: Keep It Complex
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Of course, art and activism rarely get on without some necessary frictions. As the art
critic and media theorist Boris Groys suggests in his essay ‘On Art Activism’:
“Art activists try to change living conditions in economically underdeveloped areas,
raise ecological concerns, offer access to culture and education for the
populations of poor countries and regions, attract attention to the plight of illegal
immigrants, improve the conditions of people working in art institutions, and so forth.
In other words, art activists react to the increasing collapse of the modern social
state and try to replace the social state and the NGOs that for different reasons
cannot or will not fulfil their role. Art activists do want to be useful, to change the
world, to make the world a better place – but at the same time, they do not want
to cease being artists. And this is the point where theoretical, political, and even
purely practical problems arise.”1

Image: Treeline meeting with Professor Karen O’Brien, department of Sociology and
Human Geography, University of Oslo. Photo: Jaime Jackson
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Equally, if artists’ groups are awarded funding from an artists’ membership
organisation that is largely funded by artists and arts funding bodies, the question of
the efficacy (or not) of art as activism, remains. But perhaps this is better left for
another day, and a larger publication than this. For the moment, in terms of the
generic art/activism issue, the question is directly addressed by Paul Collinson in his
‘Prologue for Hack & Host’ posted on a-n Blogs. Collinson frames the current cultural
and political contexts with precision and helpfully quotes from the Centre for Artistic
Activism2 in describing the difference between activism and art as being no less
than the difference between ‘affect and effect’.
When challenged on the matter of art or not art, the majority of the artists
interviewed were unconcerned. However, in discussing the Treeline project, Jaime
Jackson was clear that such categorisations are deeply problematic for him. He
states that everything is connected, that “the only way to change is to be able to
first imagine change”.
It appears that the usual terms simply don’t apply, indeed they may be profoundly
unhelpful. Perhaps this is something which itself may be an indication of the urgency
felt by all the groups around their projects in these very particular times in the UK and
indeed globally. The art/not art question was far less relevant and more of an
obstacle than the focus on the urgent need for action with the community or
institution at the heart of each project. In all projects, the key ingredient wasn’t art at
all, but the capacity of the imagination, via the route of art.
With this in mind, the projects supported by the bursaries seemed to be
characterised, not by major upheavals, but of small moments of shift or change felt
in the present. For example, looking at Eirini Kartaki’s response to Daniel Oliver as
part of AltMFA’s bursary blog, the moment of breakthrough is in itself almost comical.
Following a destructive ritual to “destroy all the things we hate about the art world”,
artists were asked to bring everything together “and consider what we should put in
place, what steps we should take, in order to make possible our world in the future”.
As Kartaki explains, “part of my world was teaching everyone how to take pleasure
from penetrating someone else’s nostril… and we did do that, we penetrated each
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other’s nostrils and nothing much came out and everyone seemed exhilarated,
because we had made it, we had become our world, in the future”.
This aspect of some kind of faith in a future seems key, however small. It is agency
that seems to count, and that agency can only come about through a level of
continuing optimism felt in a time of extreme anxiety.
Perhaps this is matter of belief. Not as a form of fundamentalism, but a belief, as
Jaime Jackson suggested, in the possibility of “multiple beliefs”. A sense that art, or
something like art which art may yet become, has the capacity to offer
methodologies via an ability to live with, and indeed live inside, of contradictions
and complexities, in order to actually change things for the better. Or more
precisely, a belief that the methodology to change things for the better in life, might
emerge from the best of art.

Image: AltMFA members at Naomi Klein’s dinner and reading, Guest Projects, London, May 2017.
Photo: AltMFA
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What was clearly articulated in varying ways throughout by the groups was that
although the question of art or not art was moot, the application of methods
employed via the process of actions coming-out-of-art was most certainly not.
Indeed, in all cases, the projects were seen as a form of practice. The practices of
art have in some cases instilled a sense of practice as something worth pursuing in
itself, whether an art practice or not. If the projects are neither squarely aimed at
moving to re-position art practices within the social/cultural realm, or indeed to
attack and dismantle the cultural institutions which maintain the status quo, then the
relationship with art practice might be seen to be fundamentally about applying the
ability to think contradiction and paradox, to love complexity, to enjoy debate as
an affective and felt force as much as a direct line to some form of final resolution of
singular problems.
For example, when words such as love, belief, frustration, anger, necessity, urgency
and commitment peppered the conversation with Hack and Host, I was reminded
of one of Rainer Maria Rilke’s Letters to a Young Poet.
“A work of art is good if it has arisen out of necessity. That is the only way to judge
it.”3
When asked ‘what do you want?’, Rhubaba artists were clear. The answer “world
peace” followed by the pointedly less ambitious, “totally, well, sometimes”, in itself
acknowledging that the answer to the question is not the issue. The issue is less the
what, less the macro aim, but more of the how, the micro-aims involved in the
actual doing. Indeed, despite dreaming of world peace (totally, sometimes), the
members of Rhubaba are also just “trying to keep the lights on” by inhabiting
projects which might be “goalless” (with a view that “aimlessness is productive”) but
which embrace “radical inefficiencies”. This is about trying to live well in the present
as much as outlining a plan for a better future, and as such is a reminder that the
capacity of art is often for its affect in the present rather than a design process for an
effect in the future. One could perhaps go further, and suggest that the ability to
more fully inhabit the present, the mattering of action, practice, being and doing, is
precisely what a ‘better’ future world may have come to terms with and help to
sustain.
Again, to quote artists from Rhubaba, it’s about “doing a philosophy”.
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As Katrin Böhm of Keep it Complex suggests: “The promise of simplicity is ridiculous”.
Of course, the ability to think contradiction and to manage conflicting positions and
paradoxes is not exclusive to artists. Nevertheless, it is these abilities which unite these
very different projects, and it might be no surprise that these are emerging from
artistic practices. Böhm is well aware of the significance of the different
methodologies art practices offer towards activating change. The notions of hope
and belief are once again at the centre. Böhm talks of a working towards a
“prototype for a society” with her observation “If I was an engineer it wouldn't be a
problem, but art works to an autonomous brief”. Critically there is a recognition of
the various possibilities, of “a utopia without goals,” “a practice of values, a practice
of belief”, “a process of culturing”, and in an echo of Rhubaba, a “being, doing,
becoming, flourishing”.

Image: ‘Digesting Politics’ lunch at Company Drinks in Barking, November 2017. Photo: Keep It Complex
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Market Gallery’s ‘Free Market’ project was far more orientated towards artists
directly than the other projects, but it was still very much about attempting to
develop a community. The methods applied emerged directly from the artists’
practices, developing a “generous and generative ecology”.
When Boris Groys writes of the infinite possibility of art from within the walls of the
museum4, that the reason art has the capacity for this possibility is its removal from
reality, he perhaps misses the fact that some artists appear to have been able to
consider this potential for infinite possibility as very real indeed. In fact, it is art’s offer
of infinite possibility which fuels the generosity and care which lies at the core of the
projects.
It is the idea of change which unites these projects, but change, not as a
teleological turn, but as a process of being better in the world. It may on the surface
look like a belief in the ultimate end game of world peace, but it’s actually the here
and now which matters, if we can learn to manage to live in the present, then what
can we actually do? The questions around ‘art or not art’ are not going to
disappear, but perhaps they may become academic. Yes, there is a utopian spirit
here, to be found in extraordinary critical generosity of these artists groups but also a
criticality in both senses of the word. The forms these artists work with are the forms of
attitudes and behaviours, the very form of being and doing.
As Adorno states, “art acquires its specificity by separating itself from what it
developed out of, its law of movement is its law of form”.5
There are countless theoretical and critical contexts which would be valuable should
the reader wish to delve deeper. Claire Bishop’s Artificial Hells, Irit Rogoff’s
Smuggling: An Embodied Criticality, Grant Kester’s Conversation Pieces, although
coming from very different positions all offer valuable insights and perhaps
provocatively in the light of the aims of the bursaries.
Boris Groys argues in Going Public that “Contemporary art should not be analysed in
terms of aesthetics, but rather on terms of poetics, not from the perspective of the
art consumer, but from that of the art producer…”6
Whatever theoretical texts and analysis may be applied, I would rather end on a
quote by Emerson, re-quoted in a new contextual frame by David Shields in Reality
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Hunger, in which not only the quote itself but the entire sensibility of Shield’s book
may be more appropriate to the spirit of these projects.
“here everything is admissible, philosophy, ethics, divinity, criticism, poetry, humour,
fun, mimicry, anecdote, jokes, ventriloquism - all the breadth and versatility of the
most liberal conversation, highest and lowest personal topics: all are permitted and
all combined to one speech.” 7
Steve Dutton is an artist, artistic researcher and academic. He is Head of Art and
Director of the Art Research Centre at Bath School of Art and Design where he is
encouraging a holistic approach to art, research, education, curation and practice,
to explore new avenues where art practice and pedagogic philosophy can come
together in the art school environment. He has been a member of a-n’s Artists
Council for over 5 years. He is currently producing a new body of solo work which is
characterised by a play with image/text boundaries as a means to think around,
and through, institutional and rhetorical frameworks and behaviours.
With thanks to all of the artists for their openness and candour.
Notes:
1

Boris Groys, ‘On Art Activism’, e-flux Journal 56, June 2014.

2

Why Artistic Activism?, The Center for Artistic Activism

3

Rilke, Letters to a Young Poet, p8.

4

Boris Groys, Art Power, MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, p29.

5

Adorno, Aesthetic Theory, p263.

6

Boris Groys, Introduction: Poetics v Aesthetics in Going Public, E-flux journal series,

Sternberg press, Berlin/New York, p15.
7

David Shields, Reality Hunger, Penguin books, London, p16.
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Artist-led group profiles
AltMFA

Image: AltMFA, This Might Be The Future publication launch, Guest Projects, London, March 2018. Photo:
AltMFA

Founded in 2010 by a group of London-based artists, AltMFA is a free, nomadic,
alternative art school whose fluid content and structure morphs around the needs
of its members. The a-n Artist-led Bursary supported a ten-month series of lectures
and workshops, led by visiting practitioners, themed around The Future.
The bursary project was designed to support AltMFA’s existing members, and also
grow its attendance. Contributors were chosen democratically from members’ top
ten lists. “It was a mixture of our greatest collective desires and what was feasible
within our extended networks,” says AltMFA member Louise Ashcroft. “These were
often really exciting, unusual artists and academics who were doing something
different.”
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The project included a tarot reading and interactive talk led by Hamish McPherson
and a session delivered by Rosalie Schweiker and Margherita Huntley on their
project ‘teaching for people who prefer not to teach’. While artist, academic and
activist Dave Beech shared his thoughts on art and post-capitalism.
“The project became more about constructing a future rather than pinning down
what it might be like. The people we worked with were making the future through
individual and collective actions,” says Ashcroft. “It was generally quite hopeful, and
gave us a sense of how much creative power we have.”
AltMFA members were commissioned to make creative, critical responses to each
session. These are available on the group’s a-n Blog and have been compiled into a
zine entitled This Might Be The Future. The publication, which contains limericks,
collages as well as more formal essay-style texts, was launched at Guest Projects in
London in March 2018.
“The bursary helped us tighten up what we were doing – we really needed that at
the time,” says Ashcroft. “It’s also given us more confidence to connect with other
artists and arts organisations.”
Longer term, however, AltMFA isn’t seeking more sustained funding. “As soon as
something becomes funded, it becomes work. There are expectations and rules and
professional codes of conducts,” explains Ashcroft.
“I think that could kill AltMFA, because it wouldn’t feel so anarchic. It’s always
reinventing itself: we like that; it feels quite naughty. And it helps it to be responsive.
You never know what’s going to happen.”
This is an edited extract of the a-n Resources profile Artist-led: AltMFA. Read the
group’s bursary project blog AltMFA Artist Group Bursary – The Future.
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Hack & Host

Image: Hack & Host, ‘Thrash Out: Artists as Political Activists’, Ground Gallery, Hull, May 2017.

A relatively recent addition to Hull’s artist-led scene, Hack & Host was established in
2015. Founders and co-directors, Kate West, Jenni Cluskey-Smith and Rachel Elm
started the project as a forum for structured conversations about contemporary art
in the city. Its a-n Artist-led bursary supported a series of four debates entitled ‘Thrash
Out: Artists as Political Activists’ led by associated artist Clare Holdstock.
2017 was undoubtedly a momentous year for Hull. As UK City of Culture it was
flooded with resource, attention and cultural activity. But there was also a sense of
uncertainty about the legacy of the UK City of Culture programme for local artists.
This curious local context, coupled with instability in national politics, fed Hack &
Host’s appetite to interrogate the relationship between contemporary art and
politics and ask: ‘Do artists have a responsibility to challenge the status quo?’
“We were interested in opening up space around art and politics in the city,”
explains Holdstock. “We wanted to express our own ideas but also get a feeling for
the political mood, hear people’s concerns about contemporary art, what they felt
Hull had or didn’t have, and what they wanted to do within their own practice.”
When the snap General Election was announced in April 2017, Hack & Host decided
to pull these debates forward and take advantage of the heightened energy of the
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election run up. Weekly events took place throughout May 2017 in arts venues
across Hull, including Ground, Studio Eleven, Artlink and Humber Street Gallery.
Each debate had input from three Hack & Host associated artists or directors. The
first three debates were themed: Politics and Humour; Urban and Political
Landscapes; and Design, Culture and Communication. The final event was a thrash
out, with the intention of reaching some kind of resolution in the ideas that had been
aired and unpicked over the preceding weeks.
The debates were well attended by students, members of the arts community and
those with an interest in the arts, with many returning each week. According to
Holdstock, they were fun and lively: “There were definitely arguments against what
we were trying to do, but I think hearing different positions is all part of it.”
The debates, which are chronicled by Hack & Host members on its a-n Blog,
culminated in MANIFESTO, a publication which distils some of the ideas that
emerged from the discussions into a 60-point manifesto. Holdstock describes it as
“humorous and playful, but also quite political and left-wing.” Hack & Host artists
went on to publicly present these ideas at ‘Manifesto: The Campaign Shop’, an
exhibition in Hull’s Fruitmarket.
This is an edited extract of the a-n Resources profile Artist-led: Hack & Host. Read the
group’s bursary project blog Hack and Host a-n Artist-led Group Bursary.
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Keep It Complex

Image: Keep It Complex, ‘Digesting Politics’ poster and placemat designed by Europa, 2017.

Formed in 2016 in the run up to the EU referendum, Keep It Complex: Make it Clear is
a loose collective of London-based artists and cultural workers. Its members aim to
challenge apathy and fear by providing people with ‘tools and ideas to get
involved with everyday politics’. Supported by its a-n Artist-led Bursary, it organised
Digesting Politics, a series of free, communal meals which were hosted by five arts
organisations and artist-led groups across the UK including MIMA in Middlesbrough
and Company Drinks in Barking.
Open to local stakeholders, the meals were designed to provide organisations with
the necessary resources to diversify the conversations about politics that took place
within their walls.
Each meal had a unique bent and, where possible, dovetailed with existing
initiatives at the host organisations. At Collective in Edinburgh, to coincide with the
end of its Summer School, Keep It Complex staged a relaxed dinner, where guests
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critiqued the day’s newspapers and unpicked the wider media’s influence and
shortcomings.
Over tea and cake at Grand Union in Birmingham, visitors searched for a productive
and stereotype-free context in which to discuss gender. Meanwhile, politicians,
artists and campaigners shared a brunch at Resort Studios in Margate.
Sensitive to the fact that speaking to others in this kind of environment can feel
uncomfortable, the group used downloadable placemats to aid conversations.
These contained prompt questions like, ‘Why are you getting involved?’ and ‘What
could you be doing?’ and stickers with phrases such as, ‘I’m fine, even though I’m
not talking or smiling’ and ‘Feel free to come and chat to me’.
Images and commentary from each meal – including the tools Keep It Complex
used during the meals – can be found on the groups a-n Blog.
As domestic and international politics show no sign of stabilising, Keep It Complex
members are all the more determined to carve out meaningful ways for artists to
embed their practices across the realm of everyday politics. As Keep it Complex’s
Katrin Böhm says: “At a time of increasing authoritarianism, we keep sharpening our
arguments, trying to Make it Clear over and over again that the work we do as artists
is political: that the way we practice art is the way we want things to be done more
generally.”
This is an edited extract of the a-n Resources profile Artist-led: Keep It Complex. Read
the group’s bursary project blog digesting politics.
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Market Gallery

Image: Willie Sullivan at ‘Free Market’ symposium, Market Gallery, Glasgow, 17-19 May 2017. Photo:
Chris Sharratt

Part of Glasgow’s artist-led ecology since 2000, Market Gallery is led by a volunteer
committee and operates from a shop unit in Dennistoun where it presents a varied
programme of exhibitions, events and residencies. Its a-n Artist-led Bursary supported
a symposium exploring the conditions that had led to the gallery losing two of its
spaces.
The gallery benefitted from rent-free use of shop units provided by Reidvale, a notfor-profit Housing Association. However in 2017, Reidvale withdrew two of the
organisation’s three spaces to make way for a relocated Post Office, a vital service
for local residents. This significant loss signalled a period of transition, during which
the gallery considered its future and the value and sustainability of artist-led
initiatives more broadly. To dig deeper into the underlying conditions and neoliberal
forces that led to its reduced space, it staged the three-day Free Market
Symposium.
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The event endeavoured to investigate the crisis in resources for cultural, educational
and public institutions across Scotland and the UK from a range of perspectives. It
was also intended as a space where people could collectively pose questions and
generate possible solutions.
Underpinning the forum were a few simple but loaded questions such as: ‘What are
the effects of privatisation on the arts?’ and ‘How can we build radically new forms
of collective, cross-cultural organisation?’
Twelve diverse speakers provoked and informed discussion. These ranged from those
with deep local knowledge such as Helen Moore, Chair of Reidvale, and Natalie, an
organiser from Glasgow Autonomous Space, to artists and commentators from
further afield including Carla Cruz and Jonathan Hoskins, who are both members of
artist-run groups in London, and Willie Sullivan, director at Scotland’s Electoral Reform
Society.
The fact that the speakers encompassed artists, journalists, activists, academics and
grassroots community groups reinforces the complexity and insidiousness of
privatisation. It also suggests that alliances beyond the art world will enable artists
and arts organisations to better tackle the crisis.
“The project prompted a lot of further questions on how we’re running the gallery in
a quite harsh funding climate,” says committee member, Catalina Barroso-Luque,
who along with former committee member Tom Holland, published a series of
reflections on the groups a-n Blog. A particular area for consideration resulting from
the symposium is the value of labour and time, and how to remunerate this fairly.
As a result, the committee has started including higher fees for artists in funding
applications and is “thinking about streamlining the programme, so that it’s not a lot
of small activities, but more long-term projects with a few individuals who are paid
correctly.”
While its future remains uncertain, organisations like Market Gallery continue to be
precious, autonomous places where the public can gather without financial
transaction. Drawing on Goldsmiths’ academic Irit Rogoff’s text on freedom, BarrosoLuque writes on the groups a-n Blog: “In this publicly restrictive privatised context
then, rare spaces such as artist-led, publicly funded, community supported galleries
can become islands of relative freedom.”
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This is an edited extract of the a-n Resources profile Artist-led: Market Gallery. Read
the group’s bursary project blog FREE MARKET: A Forum on Cultural Resources in
Crisis.

Rhubaba

Image: Daniella Watson, performance of How to Survive on Land and Sea, Rhubaba, June 2016.
Photo: Rhubaba

A studio provider and project space in Edinburgh, Rhubaba is led by a volunteer
committee. It presents an interdisciplinary programme of exhibitions, workshops
and events. Supported by a-n Artist-led Bursary, Rhubaba undertook Learnin’ Broke
my 💔, a six-month research project focused on histories and practices of radical
pedagogy and self-organisation and how these may inform and influence
Rhubaba.
The committee worked with a range of practitioners, including sometime art
educator and artist Jennie Temple who was invited to observe, research and
document the entire project. Artist and writer Emma Hedditch led two public
sessions on what cooperative structures can offer arts organisations, and artist,
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curator and academic Jake Watts facilitated a workshop where committee
members explored the question: ‘What or where does Rhubaba learn from?’
Tripod: Training for Creative Social Action delivered a session on facilitating
consensual decision-making in non-hierarchical groups. According to Rhubaba
committee member Ben Callaghan, this enabled the organisation to tap into the
broader practices of self-organisation, which was “really invigorating, rewarding and
helpful”.
The committee also took to the road to compare notes with other artist-led
organisations: The NewBridge Project in Newcastle upon Tyne, Serf in Leeds, and
Birmingham’s Eastside Projects and Grand-Union. Hinted at by its name, Learnin’
Broke my 💔 addressed more than just the pragmatic challenges involved in

working voluntarily and non-hierarchically; it also explored the emotional rewards
and costs.
Callaghan, who revealed that most committee members work close to full time
outside of Rhubaba, says, “The project came down to the idea of this exchange
between autonomy and precarity: having the freedom to explore ideas, but the
cost of having to do it outside certain structures.”
Callaghan, fellow committee member Timothea Armour, and Temple reflect on this
dilemma within a publication about Learning Broke my 💔 which was launched in

June 2018. Temple also documented the project on Rhubaba’s a-n Blog. Her texts,
artwork and photographs are peppered with references to relevant organisations
and resources.
Rhubaba’s commitment to exploring the conditions of learning and work remains
steadfast. Its contribution to 2018’s Edinburgh Art Festival was ‘All in a Day’s Work’, a
listening lounge curated by Andrea Zarza comprised of audio recordings exploring
domestic, affective and artistic ‘labours of love’. It is also planning a programme
strand which will provide an educational platform for people to organise their own
activities.
Meanwhile, Temple, now a member of Rhubaba’s board, articulates the need to
search for methods of existing and surviving in a context of scarce resources. In the
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project’s publication she writes: “Throughout my time with Rhubaba I have been
reminded that self-generated, no-cost uncertificated learning is invaluable.
“As we continue to operate within a system that is not kind to those who freely invest
time energy and love, it is essential, now more than ever, to continue to seek
alternative and better ways.”
This is an edited extract of the a-n Resources profile Artist-led: Rhubaba. Read the
group’s bursary project blog Learnin’ Broke my 💔💔

Treeline

Image: ‘Treeline’ exhibition at Vivid Projects, Birmingham, 2018.

Treeline is a Birmingham-based artist-led investigation into how artists can influence
our relationship with nature in the context of rapid global climate change.
Supported by the a-n bursary, members of Vivid Projects’ artist development
programme Black Hole Club visited Norway and Spain to research and develop
an international network for Treeline.
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Treeline was started by digital artist and curator Jaime Jackson and artist curator
Sally Payen. Jackson and Payen commissioned a group of Black Hole Club members
to contribute to Treeline.
One of Treeline’s primary objectives is to create a network of artists, sustainability
practitioners and academics across Birmingham, Oslo (Norway) and Vitoria-Gasteiz
(Spain). All sites of environmental innovation: Birmingham and Vitoria-Gasteiz are
two of Europe’s biophilic cities – exemplary urban environments that use design to
connect residents to nature – while Oslo is the European Green Capital for 2019.
The artists took research trips to Oslo and Vitoria-Gasteiz, Bilbao and San Sebastian in
the Basque Country, where they connected with artistic, scientific and academic
practitioners concerned with facilitating change across communities and culture. As
well as gaining inspiration and ideas for their own work, the trip was an important
opportunity to envisage the structure of a network.
In the Basque country, artists spoke with academics who are researching climate
change denial and met with Consonni, a small organisation that produces
contemporary art outside of the gallery context.
In Oslo, artists connected with the Office for Contemporary Arts Norway, whose
main remit entails building international connections for the country’s arts sector,
and Notam, who support practitioners using technology as a creative tool. They
learnt from IPNEK (Norway’s Production Network for Electronic Art) about the
struggles for land experienced by Norway’s indigenous Sami community, and how
this is symptomatic of conflicting ideas around what constitutes environmentallyfriendly behaviour in the country.
The group’s a-n Blog includes some of the artists’ reflections on the trip, including
contributions from Jackson, Kate Spence, David Checkley, Daniel Hopkins and
Rebecca Mahay. These artists were among the 14 who presented artwork in
Treeline’s group exhibition of digital and analogue media work, hosted by Vivid
Projects in February 2018.
Treeline continues to gain tract and visibility within academic and artistic
communities. Jackson describes how artists are uniquely placed to mobilise shifts in
behaviour and attitudes towards the environment. “When artists make work, they
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change things: our imaginations; our minds. We talk about being aesthetically
moved from one place to another,” he says. “We need a systemic change in the
way we approach the environment both individually and collectively: art,
imagination and creativity are the keys to this.”
This is an edited extract of the a-n Resources profile Artist-led: Treeline. Read the
group’s bursary project blog Treeline.
Lydia Ashman is a freelance writer and project manager. She is the Programme
Manager: Schools and Young People at Cubitt Artists in London. Alongside artist
Ania Bas, she runs knowledge exchange project, The Walking Reading Group.
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